
 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: Jim Lattis [mailto:lattis@astro.wisc.edu]  

Sent: Thursday, June 03, 2010 2:05 PM 

To: Traffic; Stroick, Jule 

Cc: Janet Niewold; Nicholas Schweitzer; Robert Mathieu 

Subject: Pedestrian-bicycle project suggestion: Planet Trek 

 

To the Madison Pedestrian/Bicycle/Motor Vehicle Commission: 

I write to suggest consideration of an educational project along city and county 

recreational trails that combines astronomy, environmental science, public art, and 

healthy outdoor recreation.  Our Planet Trek project, now open to the public, takes the 

form of colorful and informative, but temporary, markers.  The general concept and our 

plans for future development are explained in the attached document.   

(Additional information and materials, including detailed maps, are available on the web 

at http://www.spaceplace.wisc.edu/planettrek.htm) 

In its current, temporary form, Planet Trek has been very well received.  

 

We would like to move toward a permanent installation, which would promote use of the 

bike/pedestrian trails and enhance their value to the public.  It would be similar to 

projects in other communities (see attachment), but would be unique in its accessibility 

via recreational path.  (In fact, most of the planet markers are actually handicapped 

accessible.)  It would also be notable as one of the largest such educational installations 

in the world.    We have had discussions with Madison's Traffic and Parks departments, 

city and county Arts Board chairs, as well as the Wisconsin DNR, and have encountered 

no fundamental problems with such a plan.  Indeed, we find nearly unanimous  

enthusiasm for it.  We anticipate that once Planet Trek exists in a permanent form, it 

should be possible to raise federal, private, and corporate donations to provide for 

upkeep, promotion, and ongoing educational activities. 

 

Our attached packet, although self-contained, presents only a preliminary plan because 

details arising from any specific installation plan remain to be worked out.  Regardless of 

its final form, a permanent Planet Trek would be an exciting and valuable addition to our 

community, and we look forward to further discussions of the concept with you. 

Sincerely, 

-Jim Lattis 

 

--  

Dr. Jim Lattis, Director, UW Space Place 

Astronomy Dept, Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison 

"What's so amazing that keeps us stargazing, 

 and what do we think we might see?"   

 -Kermit t. Frog 



 

 

 
 

 





 
 

 

 

 

http://www.wrn.com/gestalt/user.cfm?objectid=1EA4F507-C09F-1E1C-6BB56F6D337E5190


       

 



This exhibition blends sculpture 

and a rich science education 

experience on the National Mall in 

Washington, D.C. It consists of 13 

anodized aluminum units for: the 

Sun, the nine planets, 

comets/asteroids, a description of 

the Solar System, and a 

description of the Solar System as 

part of the Milky Way galaxy. 

 

 

The exhibition comprises 13 units placed along a 600-meter (2,000-foot) path: 

 Ten 8.5-foot tall units for the Sun and nine planets. 

 Three 3.75-foot tall units: two providing an overview of the exhibition, and one for 

comets/asteroids. 

 



                                               

 

 



Project Timeline: 

2010 

April – reinstall temporary PTDC  

May thru ?  - Continue fundraising  

Identify artists and other ways to get word out about request for letters of interest 

Prepare requests for letters of interest 

Send out request for letters of interest 

Receive and review for letters of interest from artists 

Select artists to submit proposal 

Receive proposals 

Select winning artist(s) to design and install project 

Install planet (object) marker platforms 

Artists  create and install sculptures and object markers 

Plan and host grand opening celebration 

Plan and carry out educational activities 



Planet Trek Dane County Preliminary Budget 
 

Item Cost Quantity Total Costs 

Year 1       

Planning and Installation        

Design Fee/Materials $10,500 11 $115,500 

Planet (object) Markers $1,000 11 $11,000 

Foundations/Site prep $1,000 11 $11,000 

Printing and Mailing $100   $100  

Graphic design $3,000   $3,000  

webpage design $500   $500  

50% outreach specialist salary + 

fringe $31,163   $31,163  

    

Yr 1 

installation $172,263 

        

Year 2 and Beyond       

Annual operational costs       

50% outreach specialist salary + 

fringe (3% inc) $32,097   $32,097 

Educational materials and 

supplies $500   $500 

Maintenance $500 11 $5,500 

Printing and Promotion $1,250   $1,250 

        

    
Yr 2 and beyond 

annual operations $39,347 
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